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Funded Graduate School Admission: 10 Steps to Securing Admission in North America was
written to demystifies all the myths of securing fully funded graduate admission in North
America.With this book, you need little or no assistance from a consultant. All you need to know
from start to finish has been carefully written in this book. The good part is the book is written in
a very simple way. So that anyone who is seeking for graduate admission can pick it up, go
through it step by step to secure fully funded graduate admission.The good part is the book is
written in a very simple way. So that anyone who is seeking for graduate admission can pick it
up, go through it step by step to secure fully funded graduate admission.All that were shared in
this book were results from my experience as a recipient of fully funded graduate admission in
the US and Canada as well as guiding clients to secure fully funded admission in the past eight
years. This means all that I have shared in this book have been tested and proven to work
because they have produced verifiable results. In this book lies the compression of my
methodical strategies of guiding graduate admission seekers that I have applied through my
consulting company.There are two sections in this book. The first section contains ten chapters
that represent the ten steps from ‘deciding on graduate school to making your travel plans’.
These are all you need, from my experience, to carefully follow to secure fully funded admission.
The second section contains chapters on challenges graduate students face and ways to
overcome them. Another chapter in this section is on links to some graduate universities as well
as links to some selected scholarships.There are two sections in this book. The first section
contains ten chapters that represent the ten steps from ‘deciding on graduate school to making
your travel plans’. These are all you need, from my experience, to carefully follow to secure fully
funded admission. The second section contains chapters on challenges graduate students face
and ways to overcome them. Another chapter in this section is on links to some graduate
universities as well as links to some selected scholarships.I hope that as you read this book you
will carefully apply what is presented, you will be able to secure your own fully secured graduate
admission. While this book focuses on admission seekers into North American graduate school,
it can equally be adapted to admission seekers into graduate schools in other continents.Get
your copy today by clicking on the 'Buy Now' button right now!
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Edited by:The Book Surgeons InternationalTestimonials"I have known Johnson for over a
decade, first, as a colleague in college and, second, by the reputation of his unparalleled
integrity and special gift of knowledge-sharing. Johnson strongly believes that almost all assets
and structures will eventually depreciate with time without the requisite maintenance, but a
learning man or woman will always appreciate with time. Johnson’s passion for continuous
education emanated from this conviction. Johnson does not only infuse this book with the latest
research, compelling testimonies and strategies to maintain optimism when faced with initial
setbacks of securing graduate admission with full funding, he also shares best practices and
innovative strategies to securing admission with full funding in many prestigious graduate
schools in North America. This book provides a blueprint for addressing common pitfalls that
causes prospective candidates to miss out on graduate admissions. It is a must-read for all
students, graduates and professionals aspiring to receive a graduate education in the near
distant future."— Oluwasegun Sanni, PMP, P.Eng SOM,Delivery Ops, AMZL at Ebook Tops.“I
am from Nigeria. I finished my Bachelor’s degree in 2016 and I arrived in Canada by December
2017 to commence my MSc program. I could not have achieved this feat without the
professional guidance offered me by Hayjay Distinct Consult. The company is reliable, and the
staff are always available to proffer solution needed to solve admission challenges regarding
seeking advisor and settling down upon arrival in Canada.”— James A.,Mechanical Engineering,
University of Manitoba, Canada.“This book will be a massive dose of inspiration and information
to every recent graduate in Africa looking to pursue dreams in academic scholarship in North
America. Engr. Johnson has produced a masterpiece filled with practical steps”.— Charles
Nwaizu, PhD,Assistant Professor at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.“Thank you for coaching
me towards my dreams. My long-time aspiration to further my education in a top-ranked
university outside the shore of Nigeria became a reality when I crossed paths with HayJay
Distinct Consult Limited. When exploring my new career options, HayJay Distinct Consult
Limited’s proven experience, dedication, organization, insightful guidance, and invaluable
comments were the propelling force that moved me beyond several mountains. By working
together, we were able to find the right career possibilities and match my interests and skills to a



specific program at the University of Manitoba, Canada. I am delighted that in a few months from
now I will be rounding off my Master’s degree program at the University of Manitoba owning to
the tremendous support I got and continue to get from HayJay Distinct Consult Ltd. Besides an
insightful guide, good value, and high integrity, HayJay Distinct Consult offers an excellent
perspective on career situations and gives alternative ways to view things. I, therefore, have no
hesitation to strongly recommend HayJay Distinct Consult Limited as an excellent career coach,
particularly graduate admission guidance.”— Oluwasanmi O.,Mechanical Engineering,
University of Manitoba, Canada.“When I was trying to get admission into university in USA and
Canada, HayJay Distinct Consult Limited came to my rescue. They made my application to
graduate school in America an easy one; they gave me enough choices according to my desired
interest and profile. The mentorship I received was amazing. I consider myself lucky in being
associated with HayJay Distinct consult. With their help, I was able to find a good international
university in the USA and I was accepted with a funding opportunity.”— Lateef O.,Chemistry,
Georgia State University, Atlanta GA.“The decision to pursue a graduate education requires a lot
of planning and consideration with relevant data and information. And the process of applying to
graduate schools can be very daunting and expensive. However, with adequate information
from those who have walked through the same path, the decision and the process can be made
easier for anyone who wants to pursue advanced education. This is the goal of this book – to
help people decide about graduate education and to help make the process easier for them to
follow. It is the guide that will guarantee successful graduate application.”— Owolabi Adekoya,
MSc.,Senior Site Reliability Engineer at VMware, Canada.“FUNDED GRADUATE ADMISSION
is a must-read book for students in their penultimate year or final year in college. Also, to note is
that, newly graduates or young executive trainees who desire graduate admission with a fully-
funded scholarship are not left out from reading this book. The author, Johnson Aina is a
professional educational consultant who naturally enjoys adding value to goal-oriented young
professionals. He is emphatic while simultaneously encouraging and challenging you to find
your own answers by reading this invaluable book. He is totally non-judgmental and extremely
focused on ensuring you attain your graduate admission goals. He has a unique approach in
helping to see different perspectives and being open to possibilities that lead to desired great
results personally and professionally. I highly recommend this book to anyone out there who
desires a fully-funded scholarship to graduate school in North America and other parts of the
world.”— Wilfred A.,John Maxwell Certified Coach& Founder of Zeed Worldwide.DedicationTo
my parents, Ebenezer and Mary Aina, who sacrificed all they had to give me a good
education. To my wife, Bolanle Aina, To my children, Joshua and Daniel Aina.ForewordI MET MR
JOHNSON AINA MORE THAN FIFTEEN years ago during undergraduate studies in Nigeria.
We connected immediately due to very similar backgrounds, and our shared values for helping
others find their purpose. MET MR JOHNSON AINA MORE THAN FIFTEEN years ago during
undergraduate studies in Nigeria. We connected immediately due to very similar backgrounds,
and our shared values for helping others find their purpose. Johnson and I shared many things in



common – the same major at the university; humble family background, passion for academic
excellence, and a strong desire to help people fulfil their destinies. During our college days, we
discussed a lot about the desires to study abroad after undergraduate studies. Since that time,
Johnson has been researching the graduate admission process, the challenges involved at
every step of the process, and how to improve the chances of securing funding. For Johnson,
obtaining funding for graduate studies was a must - given the financial circumstances and
challenges based on his family background. This book is an excellent piece detailing his wealth
of knowledge and experience regarding graduate admissions and the funding process in North
American universities. He has excellent track records in his graduate studies. Despite coming
from humble family background, he has studied at the graduate level in the United States, and
Canada, with full funding in both cases. While there are several books out there on this subject,
Johnson’s experience shared in the book is unique. He has experienced the entire process of
how to achieve funded graduate scholarships in both Canada and the U.S. He has also guided
and helped numerous clients on their path to fully-funded graduate admission. Johnson’s end-to-
end knowledge of the process is described in detail in this book. Johnson’s family background
also helps him to understand the critical needs and limitations facing most students who desire
to study abroad. This book is a must-read for everyone interested in improving their chances of
obtaining graduate admissions and scholarships. The tips and insights shared in this book have
greatly simplified the steps involved in securing graduate funding, and how to navigate those
steps to emerge successful in the funding search process. Johnson itemized the most common
challenges faced by prospective graduate students and also includes links to several
scholarship websites and funding sources. Johnson also compares and contrasts Canada with
the U.S. admission processes and requirements, to help students decide the best fit for them in
their career search. This book is useful as well for current students in North American
universities who are seeking to secure funding and scholarship for graduate studies. Following
Aina’s track record and proven principles will help to improve the chances of getting
scholarships, fellowships, or assistantships. In this book, Johnson shared his experience, step
by step guidance, and how to overcome challenges involved in the graduate process including
connecting to professors, applying to universities and colleges, drafting your statement of
purpose, identifying, and choosing referees. Johnson Aina’s book is a one-stop reference and
roadmap to prospective graduate students in North America and beyond.Oluwaseyi Ogunsola
(Ph.D., PMP, PMI-ACP)Project Manager, Lubricants InnovationShell Global Solutions, United
States.IntroductionTHE JOURNEY TO GRADUATE SCHOOL IS ONE that requires planning,
strong conviction and a good support system. It is one of the decisions that, if gotten right, will
set you on a path to greatness. On the other hand, if gotten wrongly, it may lead to a long time of
regret and anguish. Many professionals are at a point in their lives where they are not sure
whether to enrol into a graduate program or just keep accumulating years of experience with the
hope that they would get promoted and have increased salary. A decision in the direction of
graduate school may be one of the tools you need to unleash your potential to better earnings in



your chosen career. Recent graduates are not left out at this crossroad. They don’t know what to
do after leaving school. Questions like: “Should I start applying for jobs?” “Should I consider
graduate school?” “Am I sure I would get a job or be accepted into a graduate school?” Many
undergraduates in their penultimate or final year in school are also in this web of confusion on
the next move in their lives. With huge debt and a family waiting to start reaping the fruit of their
labour, a correct and decisive step in the right direction is just what you need. You Are Not
AloneHundreds of thousands of people are in your shoes all over the world. You are not alone.
Take your time, review your options, and follow the best path you feel would work for you, given
your situation and unique circumstance(s). I was in that shoe more than a decade ago. I
considered my options and decided to pursue graduate school. I have no regret taking that
decision to date. I was in my penultimate year at Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria when I got
information about fully-funded graduate admission in countries outside Nigeria especially in
North America and Europe. I became curious to know how the process works and what I needed
to do to enjoy a fully-funded graduate admission. I was doing very well in the university and the
top 2% in my graduating class. However, lack of relevant information and proper guidance would
have robbed me of the opportunity. My Reason for Graduate School At that time, I had two
reasons for wanting to pursue graduate study. First was the opportunity to be involved in original
ground-breaking researches that could potentially help make life easier for humanity. As an
engineering student, I was sure that better-designed equipment with proper material selection
would improve the efficiency of such equipment. This is not because no researches were going
on in my home country, but they were not at the scale and level in the more advanced countries
where many new technologies are used to carry out these researches. To further solidify this
reason for me, one of my lecturers then, Dr Miracle Oyewola, who returned from Australia after
he concluded his PhD a few years before that time, was part of those who guided me through
the path to opting for graduate school.The second reason why I decided to pursue graduate
study was the opportunity to move to a region where my knowledge and expertise could be
better nurtured and harnessed. Reading and learning about countries like Canada, the United
States of America, the United Kingdom, Australia etc. has opened me up to the possibilities that
exist in these countries where my curiosity can be fuelled in the right direction. These are
countries where their policies and laws support bright and brilliant students from across the
globe to come and put their brain to good work because of the very robust infrastructures and
systems they have in place. And knowing that all these opportunities could be harnessed at no
cost to me and my family was all too good for me to let go.I was introduced to a professor who
needed graduate students at Howard University by Dr Oyewola who presented my
undergraduate results to her during one of his trips to the United States. I later found out that it is
one of the best historically black colleges and universities (HBCU) in the United States. I
enjoyed a fully-funded graduate admission for my Master’s program at Howard University in the
form of a research assistantship. I later went on to enjoy the same at the University of Manitoba,
Canada after I left the US to complete my Master’s degree. Some of the factors that helped



improve my chances of getting fully-funded graduate admission in these two countries were my
excellent undergraduate results, my friendship with my professors and the clarity in my decision
to attend graduate school. It was during my Master’s program when I was working on improving
the thermomechanical properties of an aerospace superalloy that I realized that I could stay in
Canada after my program if I wanted to. I began the process of getting my document while
working on my Master’s thesis. Today, I have called Canada my home for more than eight years. I
have worked in two top companies in the city where I live. I am currently enrolled for my Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD) program in Mechanical Engineering where I am working on another research
work that will improve the manufacturing of components in any industry using Additive
Manufacturing and 3D printing, an aspect of industry 4.0.Many people from across the globe
have equally decided against pursuing a graduate school. They left their country of birth to
pursue a dream which can be fulfilled in countries where their intellectual capacities can be
properly harnessed. They have success stories to share. I have included a few here:“When I
immigrated to the US, I found it pretty difficult finding a job with just my undergraduate degree.
Instead, I found myself working at a grocery store and later a call centre. Working at a high
school labour-market job with a college degree, I knew to make myself more marketable, I had to
get an advanced degree.”Busayo Aworunse PhD., PMPPrincipal Program Manager, Enterprise
Safety MoC at Pacific Gas and Electric Company “I chose to attend graduate school for my MBA
in the USA because coming from an engineering background, I discovered I required in-depth
knowledge of finance to adapt to the rapidly evolving business and project management
environment I was working in. American education has an advantage of being globally
recognised and providing leverage for networking and career advancement.”Paul Sasaenia,
C.Eng., PMPCountry Manager - West & Central Africa Opec Fund for International
Development, Vienna Austria.“For me, the decision to attend graduate school was clear. Grad
school, especially in the US presented a multifaceted learning opportunity - learning how-to do-
good science, and living in a system where basic things worked”. Kola Ayinuola, PhDSenior
Research Scientist, Indorama Ventures PCL.Perhaps you also decide in favour of graduate
studies, I have written this book to help you throughout your process of application through
graduate school. Based on my more than 8 years of experience of helping clients and guiding
them through the path of fully-funded graduate admission, I have come up with these ten steps
which will make the journey easier for you. I am sure of this because of many testimonials from
professionals as well as recent graduates who have allowed me to guide them through the path
using my trusted steps. Many of them are done with schooling and are contributing to the
communities they have found themselves in. Those that are still in school are fully funded and
doing well without having to think about finance.Yes! There is a huge financial commitment to
completing graduate studies. That is why I wrote this book. If you follow the steps that are
provided in this book, I am sure you can increase your chances of getting graduate admission
with full funding. Financial support from graduate school and industries come in form of
fellowships, assistantships, scholarships etc. Another reason why I wrote this guide is so that



prospective graduate school applicants can apply for and secure fully-funded graduate
admission all by themselves without support from any agent. With the increase in the rate at
which innocent applicants are being scammed and swindled in some countries, a book like this
is aimed at reducing such a trend. This book is a do-it-yourself kind of guide.Graduate school
constitutes an advanced program of study focused on a particular academic discipline or
profession. Traditionally, graduate school has been academic (centred on original research in a
discipline), but it may also be centred on developing skills and knowledge for a specific
profession, or a combination of both. It can be tailored to solve a particular problem either in the
industry, society, a system etc.Fig.1: 10 Steps to a Successful Graduate Admission in North
AmericaThe flowchart shown is representative of the processes involved in securing a funded
graduate admission in North America. While there may be some individual peculiar adjustments,
it represents a typical sequence of progression for the processes.Going to graduate school has
huge benefits both in the short and long term. What is most important is to know and articulate
your WHYs.Here are few reasons many professionals attend graduate school:To have a sense of
personal achievement,To increase hiring and earning potential,To set a career change in
motion,To get firsthand experience,To relocate to a region of higher probability to succeed,To
move to places where your knowledge would be better harnessed and nurturedI have heard
many professionals who want to apply to, get admitted and resume into graduate school within a
couple of months. This is not feasible. On average, it takes between 6 - 9 months to apply and
resume into your graduate school of choice as an international student if you are considering
North American universities. As a busy professional, you are always divided between hitting the
numbers at work and going through the rigour of graduate admission. So, you need a proven
method and steps like a compass to guide you through the process. This is the crux of this book
– to guide you through the process from deciding on graduate school, selecting a graduate
school if you have multiple funding offers, evaluating your results, writing to professors, applying
to school, interpreting your funding letter, dealing with rejections and applying for a visa. The
book is written in a very simplified form so that everyone, no matter their level and stage in their
career can go through the steps to secure funded graduate admission with little or no
supervision. Chapter 12 deals with common challenges graduate students face and how to
overcome them. Finally, some links to both internal and external funding are added to help you
prepare well for your journey into graduate school.I hope that you will apply the steps shared in
this book and after you have secured your fully funded admission, you will share your story with
me and my team.To your greatness,Johnson Aina,jaina@hayjaydistinct.comPart 1CHAPTER
ONEDeciding On Graduate StudiesGRADUATE SCHOOL CONSTITUTES AN ADVANCED
program of study focused on a particular academic discipline, area or profession. Traditionally,
graduate school has been "academic" (centred on generating original research in a particular
discipline), but it may also be "professional" (centred on developing skills and knowledge for a
specific profession), or a combination of both. It can be teaching-based or research-based. It
can be designed to give general knowledge about a specific trend. Or it can be tailored to solve



a particular problem either in the industry, society, a system, etc.This is why there are constant
healthy collaborations between the universities and the public (industries, government,
agencies, international organisations, etc.). To put in proper perspective, graduate schools in
every country are important and integral to its development. Countries rise and fall on the level of
problems they can solve. So, when you eventually walk into the building of a graduate school,
rest assured that you are not going there to pass time. You are heading into a place where things
are made to happen. Your rich contribution to such an environment should make you proud
when you are done with your program.Undergraduate vs. Graduate StudiesCompared to
undergraduate studies, graduate school is a more concentrated course of study with greater
expectations for the quality and quantity of your work. Graduate programs also entail:• focused
studies in a specific discipline with fewer elective possibilities,• rigorous evaluation of your work
by professors and peers,• smaller classes with increased student interactions,• work
experience via internships, teaching, or research,• production of original research,• writing of
thesis or praxis and journal paper.Some of the available degrees that are obtained in graduate
schools are:• Post Graduate Diploma (PGD),• Specialised degree,• Master’s degree,•
Doctoral degree,Why Graduate School?Graduate School is not for everybody. The earlier you
realize you can make ends meet without the extra appellations after your name, the better. There
are many reasons you should consider attending graduate schools and some of them are listed
below:a. To follow your passionb. To have a sense of personal achievementc. To increase your
earning potentiald. Invest in your futuree. To set a career change in motionf. To make a mark
through researchg. To get firsthand experienceh. Gain international qualificationsi. To contribute
to the body of knowledgej. To become an expertk. To become a professorl. To experience a
different type of living and environmentm. Make connectionsn. To relocate to a region of higher
probability to succeedo. To move to places where your knowledge would be better harnessed
and nurturedp. To achieve personal fulfilment.You must decide on the reason(s) why you are
embarking on this journey. I mean you must be able to identify your WHY(s). This is an important
part that must be settled from the onset. What does this give you? It allows you to have a mental
‘lock-in’ on what you should focus on when challenges come up. Just like any other aspect of
life, attending a graduate school is a project. And from the simple definition of a project, it means
that graduate school is a temporary adventure with a start and end date. The result or outcome
of graduate school adventure can alter the trajectory of your life forever. Do not be pressured into
going for graduate school because your friends are going or because you want to join the train of
people with an advanced degree without properly identifying the reasons. One major reason why
the decision to attend graduate school must be a personal one is that the journey through
graduate school can be lonely. That means some of your friends that influenced your decisions
might not be there for you especially if you are taking a research-based graduate program. I want
to quickly say that…having a first-class (or distinction) is not a reason to decide on attending
graduate school. If you look at the reasons I have listed above, they have little or nothing to do
with your grade.
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